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To Those Who Would Practice Magick
by Frater Rudra
Amon-Ra Lodge, Toronto

Real magick can be dangerous. This is a fact, but it has had some
very unfortunate consequences in the occult community today.
There are a rash of so-called teachers whose approach to magick
seems to be to instruct people to avoid actually doing it until they
are deemed ‘ready.’ For the students of many of these teachers,
that is a time that will never come simply because the teacher
hasn’t ever reached that point themselves. Beware of anyone who
cannot plainly state what results they have obtained and exactly
what methods they used to get them. If they start talking in vague
terms about ‘mysteries beyond your grade’ or workings ‘too
personal’ to describe, they are frauds. This is the antithesis of the
approach that Aleister Crowley demanded. I was a practicing
ceremonial magician for several years before I came to Thelema in
2004, a conversion brought about by the simple fact that I found
Liber AL to be the most simple and effective way to control the
spirits I was working with. Because of my background, I tend to
have people asking me how to start practicing magick. This is my
advice.
The best way to start practicing magick is to take no half-measures,
and if you don’t bite off more than you can chew from time to time,
you’re playing in the bush leagues. The sooner you can make
mistakes, the better. I am not going to pretend that the mistakes
don’t have consequences, (they wouldn’t be mistakes if they didn’t)
but the reality is that if you try anything new, you are going to make
mistakes. And if you are trying to do anything important, those
mistakes are going to have consequences. Since virtually nobody
does magick to get things that are unimportant to them, you will
definitely notice the consequences. Lust of result, even for the
greatest magician, is often the last thing you are able to lose, but
expecting to be able to do magick effectively through study alone is
as unrealistic as expecting to be able to play the guitar by learning
to read music. You must not only practice, but you will be rather
bad at it for some time. There is no way around this.
Systems such as the Goetia, to name a familiar culprit, are often
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warned against as too ‘high level’ or ‘advanced.’
This is pure bunk peddled by snake-oil
salesmen trying to pass themselves off as
teachers to gratify their egos. The sooner you
start making mistakes with these systems, the
sooner you learn how to avoid them. The
beginning of someone’s magical career is a
better time to make those mistakes than a later
stage, when there is a hell of a lot more to lose
(pun intended). Make your mistakes in the
beginning! It won’t be pleasant, but it’s better
than making them later or not making them at
all. Evocation may be difficult, but it is not
complicated, and the result is plain. Either the
spirit appears and speaks, or it does not. Even a
hostile or difficult spirit has a way of encouraging
the aspiring magician to continue in the work,
simply by virtue of the fact that it has shown up
at all.
It has been entirely my experience working with
these kind of systems that the consequences of
an error early in one’s career are nowhere near
as far-reaching and destructive as they can be
later. If you make a mistake while steering a
tricycle you might have a bad day, but if you
make a mistake while steering a freight train
you’re going to make the evening news. The
more experience a magician has with trying to
keep smaller forces on the intended course, the
less likely they will wind up at the wheel of a
major wreck. It is easy to get lost in ‘theory’
when approaching ceremonial magick. Imagine
if I insisted that I know the full details of exactly
how a cellular phone works before I am willing to
use it to call anyone. This is an absurd way to
approach any technology, magick included. The
more practical experience one has actually
doing rituals and getting results, the less
important those theoretical issues become.
The key is to try different things and see what
works the best. There are no intellectual
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arguments in real magick. Did you do the ritual?
Did it work? What did you do? Can you repeat
it? These are not matters of opinion, they are not
ideas belonging to one school of thought or
another, they are demonstrable facts. The hows
and whys are subject to debate, but cause and
effect is, if the magician is following Crowleys
instructions about how to record the experiment,
plain as day. This is the thing that gives magick
its scientific character when it is studied in
accordance with our prophet’s system. The
aspiring magician who is capable of picking
themselves up, dusting themselves off and
hopping back in the saddle after a botched ritual
working is the kind of person we need to have.
The bottom line is that we have the most
amazing tools imaginable at our fingertips, if we
only choose to use them in our real lives rather
than simply admiring them from a distance.
There are far too many people looking for
reasons to NOT do magick. As my personal
favorite black magician likes to say, “I don’t ask
myself ‘why,’ I ask myself ‘why not?’”
As Thelemites we have a significant advantage.
The Book of the Law is no mere ‘religious’ text.
The essential power wielded by those words
brought me to Thelema in a concrete way, by
demonstrating actual power. The book did not
‘appeal’ to me, it wasn’t something that I initially
‘liked,’ but when I used it in ritual there was no
question that the spiritual forces I was working
with held it in high regard. I had tried to rely on
spiritual authority using a number of different
holy books when I started working with Enochian
magick, and none of them had any effect. I could
get the angels to show up with no problem, but
they had no interest in interacting with me in any
way. They would approach my circle, regard me
one would some kind of insect, and vanish
without comment. The first time I used Liber AL
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in one of these rituals the effect was
instantaneous. A star of Babalon appeared to
me, almost in the form of a question. The angel
was asking if I was a Thelemite. When I told it
that I was, (not really sure what would happen,
as I had never identified myself that way before)
I began what would evolve into a series of
conversations that set my life on an entirely new
course.

Atra Materia by Orlee Andromedae
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Vantage Point
To my son, Autarch 65,
and my daughter, Laylah Inamorata
by Soror Laylah
Daughter of Sunset Lodge, Vancouver

Welcome, o children, to our starry dance!
The Earth is our vantage point from which, as
we rotate and revolve and wobble and tilt and
nod, we see Space.
The celestial sphere is a projection of the Earth’s
sphere onto Space. That is to say, the Earth is
spheroidal, not so Space. Space is extended as
it were to kiss the face of the Earth. Like a film
of soap over a bubble of air.
The cycle of days and nights is our diurnal
rotation projected onto Space. By day we face
the star around which we revolve, the Sun. By
night we turn away from the Sun. To see a day
and a night go by is to feel one full spin of our
rotation.
The directions of East and West are projections
of the course of the Earth’s rotation onto Space.
To see our eastern horizon regularly dipping and
the western rising is to feel the eastward course
of the Earth’s spin.
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Sun aligned with Aries. At the closing third of
the season we pass on to alignment with
Scorpius and Ophiuchus to face the Sun aligned
with Taurus. And so on till, in a year, we align
with Virgo again. The subtle stellar lights of the
Sun’s allies are veiled before us by the blazing
sunrise. Our own allies behind us we see rising
in the East as we turn to them at sunset. To see
our eastern horizon disclose them one by one
over the course of a year is to feel our revolving
around the Sun. To see how the zodiacal belt
appears to reel westward is to feel the Earth’s
eastbound revolution. East is the direction of
the Earth’s revolution as well as that of the
Earth’s rotation.
The Zodiacal belt does not girdle but fits loosely
the equatorial belly of the Earth. Its one part
being always tucked away under her belly, we
never see it fully but always obliquely. As we
reckon our annual path around the Sun by the
constellations of the Zodiac, we call them Signs
– like the road signs or the space-marks of our
voyage. As we reckon the Sun’s apparent
annual path around the Earth, we call them
Houses – like the domiciles wherein the Sun
seems to rest alternately throughout the year.
The requirement of the solar calendar is to have
1 2 signs or 1 2 stations in regard. So the current
consensus has Scorpius covering up for the
thirteenth constellation of the ecliptic plane,
Ophiuchus, the snake holder, in antiquity also
known as Potnia theron.

Into the stooping starlit Space we wove stories,
assembling stars into iconic constellations. The
constellations fixed by the Earth’s rotational axis
to a band of declinations adjacent to the ecliptic
As we rotate and revolve we never pass the
we call Fixed Stars or Zodiac.
stars of declinations above the Zodiac. The axis
The plane of the ecliptic bejewelled with the belt of our rotation keeps these stars always above
of Zodiac is the orbit of our annual revolving us, always rotating as it were. We call this halo
around the Sun projected onto Space. In of stars the Primum Mobile. The least mobile
springtime, we currently align with Virgo to face ones among them mark the axis of our rotation.
the Sun aligned with Pisces. By mid spring, we The one pole of the Earth’s axis is currently
pass by Virgo and align with Libra to face the approximated by Polaris and the other by the
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apparently empty enclosure between the Gemini, and their trend is towards the last
constellations of Chamaeleon, Mensa, Hydrus, degree of Scorpius in place of Ophiuchus and
Octans and Apus.
the last degree of Taurus.
The directions of North and South are
projections of the poles of the Earth’s axis onto
Space. As we revolve around the Sun, the
circumpolar stars appear to rotate in a
widdershins direction in the northern hemisphere
and in a deosil direction in the southern
hemisphere. To see how the boreal starry dance
complements the austral is to feel the distinct
poles of the Earth’s rotational axis.

Thus, currently, Pisces mark the vernal equinox
in the northern hemisphere and the autumnal in
the southern. Virgo marks the autumnal equinox
in the northern hemisphere and the vernal in the
southern. Sagittarius marks the winter solstice
in the northern hemisphere and the summer
solstice in the southern. Gemini mark the
summer solstice in the northern hemisphere and
the winter solstice in the southern.

That even the polar declinations seem not to be
completely fixed but rather describing a circle
however small indicates how the axis of our
rotation itself wobbles. Our current North Star is
Polaris in Ursa Major; about four millennia ago it
was Thuban in Draco. In its wobbling, the
Earth’s axis describes the figure of a double
cone with points meeting at the Earth’s centre.
To watch the poles of the Earth’s axis trace the
full circle is to feel the Earth’s wobble. Our axis
wobbles at the average rate of one degree with
every seventy-some years, or one degree per
lifetime of an individual. As a race, we witness
the completion of 30 degrees of that wobble
approximately every 2000 years.

To see that by the end of our individual life the
equinoxes begin to arrive a day earlier, or 30
days earlier within the span of two millennia, is
to feel the deosil course of the Earth’s wobble.
The obliquity of the ecliptic, or the loose hanging
of the Zodiac belt, is the projection of the Earth’s
axial tilt onto Space. That is to say, the Earth
rotational axis is not perpendicular to the plane
of the Earth’s revolution around the Sun but,
rather, tilted about 23 degrees away from the
perpendicular position. The other way to look at
this is to say that the Earth’s rotational plane and
the Earth’s orbital plane intersect, or close a
zero angle at the equinoxes, and form an angle
of about 23 degrees at the solstices. At the
equinoxes the Earth shows the full length of her
axis to the Sun, one of her voluptuous flanks in
the spring and the other in the fall. At the
solstices she discloses to his thirsty gaze a bit
more of her poles, up her skirt and down her
shirt in summers and winters. To watch the
apparent seasonal trajectory of the Sun’s zenith,
reaching maximum heights in the summer and
maximum lows in the winter, is to feel the tilt of
the Earth’s axis.

The precession of the equinoxes is the course of
the Earth’s wobble projected onto Space. As the
Earth’s axis wobbles throughout eons,
equinoctial and solsticial points appear to move
deosil along the ecliptic, traversing one
constellation of the Zodiac per every two
millennia. Currently, the two equinoxes fall near
the first degree of Pisces and the first degree of
Virgo, and they are moving towards the last
degree of Aquarius and the last degree of Leo.
Similarly, the two solstices currently fall near the
first degree of Sagittarius and the first degree of The coincidence of the apparent trajectories of
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the Moon and the majority of the planets of the Were we to give it an iconic representation, we
solar system with the ecliptic is the projection could invoke the image of Atlas supporting the
onto Space of the relative approximation of the Globe, and say:
Earth’s orbital plane to theirs. To see how the
Moon and these planets follow at night along the
ecliptic and in the wake of the Sun is to feel the
relative intimacy of the planes of our revolving
around the Sun.
The slight variation in the degree of obliquity of
the ecliptic is the projection of the nodding of the
Earth’s axial tilt onto Space. As the Earth’s axis
wobbles and its each pole trace a circle, those
circles are drawn with an undulating line ~~~.
So the imaginary cones traced by our axis have
a thousand-petal lotus, and not a circle, as their
bases. To watch how the tempo of the
precession of equinoxes varies at varied
intervals is to feel the Earth’s axis nod.
Were we to use an ideogram to represent the
essentials of our particular vantage point from
which - as we rotate and revolve and wobble
and tilt and nod and move otherwise - we see
Space, we could find suggestive a line and a
circle like this:

Hail to the Enduring One who provides for us
our astral view!
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The Control & Direction of
Consciousness
by Frater AL H-ShMATh
Amon-Ra Lodge, Toronto

In committing oneself to undertake the Great
Work, one of the fundamental tasks is learning
to understand the nature of consciousness. This
study is ongoing, and all results should be
considered to some extent preliminary, as each
new insight, discovery and idea which
contributes to the expansion of one’s
understanding offers the potential for modifying
the picture of one’s consciousness as a whole.
On the level of the ordinary human personality
there is a tendency to conceal the secret hidden
Self beneath many obscuring veils. When one
does catch a glimpse of this True Self, it seems
like being in touch with deity, and often the
experience is translated thus. But most often the
ordinary personality level is oblivious to its
higher, True Nature, due to its propensity for
declaring itself “I,” and to its tendency to become
beguiled by the illusory nature of the world of
matter. Accordingly, the first matter of the Work
is to determine one’s True Nature, and one’s
true trajectory through life, by coming to a
deeper understanding of the True Self.
Undertaking this task requires undoing the
obscuring effects of the human personality.
These obscuring effects come from the fact that
the consciousness of the individual is most often
in a state of self-conflict, a “civil war” of sorts. A
common practice of governments and military
powers is to promote conflict between the
various tribes under their power, with the
mentality that a people divided against itself
cannot offer any real and focused resistance
against their mutual oppressors, whereas should
the peoples join forces they would be much
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stronger in a shared goal. We can use this as a
way of looking at human consciousness as well.
Most often various parts of the overall
consciousness of the individual are in direct (or
indirect) conflict with other parts, very much to
the detriment of the overall “machine” of the
consciousness. The individual may be oblivious
to these various conflicting parts of the self. In
fact, it is quite common for someone to become
despondent at recurring failures and frustrations,
pleading, “Why does this always happen to me?”
or, “Why doesn’t anything I do ever work out?”
or, “No matter how hard I tryQ” So how does
this state of inner war come about?
Whatever one does habitually becomes a force
of habit.
The above phrase may seem redundantly
obvious, but most habit forming occurs without
conscious intent. The many and myriad ways in
which the simple principle of habit forming
manifests throughout the various levels of
consciousness is almost mind-boggling when
really confronted. Habits are akin to instinct, in
the sense that they seem to happen
automatically, though they are learned. It is easy
enough to think of ways in which habit forming
can manifest in both positive and negative ways,
such as maintaining a disciplined and healthy
lifestyle versus constantly watching TV and
smoking; or practicing a musical instrument
versus falling into self-destructive habits. Either
way, the principle is that whatever one does
habitually becomes a force of habit. Part of the
reason for habit forming is that “higher” modes
of conscious effort, such as trying to mentally
work out a series of bodily movements as one
goes through them, expends a great deal of
energy and thus puts a much greater strain on
one. By laying the same movements down into
the “muscle memory,” using the habit-forming
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method of repetition, they can instead be carried
out virtually without the conscious mind even
being aware of them, so smooth and uninhibited
can the motions thus become. This uses so little
energy comparatively that it can be described as
“second-nature.” Yet indeed all levels of
consciousness seem to develop habits, in
different ways; and often the habits formed may
outlive their usefulness, and even find
themselves at odds with newer goals, or newer
habits. Habits are also of course constantly laid
in without the conscious intention, simply
because whatever one does habitually becomes
a force of habit. Even the conscious mind can
often find itself at fault for getting in the way of
habits which would otherwise be quite functional
and beneficial, merely by becoming conscious of
them, or questioning them. Even if the simple
principle of habit forming turns out not to
describe entirely comprehensively why one
might posit one’s consciousness as being in a
state of inner conflict with itself, it is certainly
exemplary of the kinds of difficulties that arise
from not having all of the machinery of the mind
and body working in the same direction, toward
the same goals.
The first matter, therefore, is to put all of one’s
consciousness under some degree of control in
order to direct all of consciousness toward a
shared goal, instead of being divided against
itself. Since the goal must be One, the
consciousness must be One; one must find a
centered, balanced point from which to govern.
And it will help exceedingly if one is able to
simply acknowledge from the outset that there
are any number of levels and aspects of
consciousness of which one is not aware. It will
do no good to proclaim one’s dominion as being
already complete from the outset, based merely
on the evidence of which the conscious mind
can be aware. Also, there will be much energy
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wasted if one attempts to solve all of these
mental conflicts without having an idea of the
actual state of affairs, and it would be just as
easy to inadvertently feed into greater conflict in
spite of the best of intentions. This points to the
efficacy of practices such as meditation, which
attempts to quiet the mind and allow the
tendencies of the mind and consciousness to
relax and settle. At the very least this method
leads to much less chaos of noise within the
mind, promotes a condition of greater clarity and
thereby makes the work easier to undertake.
There are also exercises based on training
mental focus upon fixed ideas or objects; these
too aid in quieting extraneous noise, but also
benefit from putting into practice the directing of
the general consciousness toward a shared
point of focus. Ritual too serves to focus the
mind, surrounding oneself as much as possible
with sensory input that reinforces the chosen
point of focus, using motions, visualizations and
words which serve to train all aspects of
consciousness to move in tandem toward that
point. But these approaches may also be
reinforced by any number of other methods,
whether specialized in the sense of requiring
one to separate oneself from the mundane
world; or integrated in the sense of being simple
things that one may do within one’s daily routine
to aid in the gradual cause of control and
direction of consciousness, utilizing the principle
of habit-forming.
Mental focus is a very important factor for the
subject at hand – and not just on the ordinary
level of mental focus alone. An artist in the act of
creating, in the best moments, becomes
absorbed in a special state of mind, in which the
focus upon the work being forged attains a level
of ecstatic union. Artist and art merge into one:
the writer merges with the characters in the
story; the pianist pours out the emotions of the
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piece, resonating with them in each and every
note; the painter caresses the three-dimensional
features of even an imaginary subject. This state
can be reached also in other forms of such
mental focus, not merely in artistic expression
but in any scenario where the entire focus is
trained upon a given subject, to the exclusion of
all else. This is very much like a form of tunnel
vision. There are also varying degrees and types
of this state, dependent upon the circumstances;
and they may come in as simple a form as being
totally present in the moment. But they are most
efficacious when one forgets oneself, one’s selfawareness is lost and one is able to unify as
completely as possible in that moment. It is in
such states that one acts with a surety and
confidence that is impossible when overly selfcritical, and it often seems in such states that
one can do no wrong; that one is a force of
Nature, one with Nature. One may compel a
crowd of people to hang on every word, or open
the minds of students to new perspectives as
though opening a gateway into a new world.
One may feel an intense intuition that one knows
the mind of an artist as intimately as his own
when so focused upon that artist’s work.
Communication seems to be in its purest state in
this condition, and one feels sure that others can
“feel” one’s meaning, almost as though
information were exchanged by osmosis as it
were, rather than passing through some
medium. Especially when in this state during the
act of creating, one feels compelled to describe
the state as “channeling” something; one feels
essentially as though one were merely a vehicle
or conduit, the channel through which some
force is able to work. And it would seem that, in
order to become a better, a purer, and a more
expressive artist, one needs to allow oneself to
become a better such channel. The term “allow”
is used here, because it often seems all too
easy to get in one’s own way in this process.
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Many an artist has been frustrated by periods of
“writer’s block,” which may be caused by any
number of things, but which are often simply the
result of trying too hard, or otherwise being
unable to attain that ecstatic state. Being too
self-conscious causes one to fall from it, and so
one needs to learn how to allow it to happen –
there is always time to go back over the results
with a critical eye at a later time; and eventually
one can develop the knack for having a critical
eye to one extent or another while this creative
process is at work, without “staunching the flow,”
though it generally seems best to allow the flow
to remain as unhindered as possible.
It is also obvious that some people show greater
natural talent than others. Some are certainly
born prodigies, and for such individuals it is easy
to believe that they simply have a natural knack
for applying the creative forces. It is especially
easy to believe this when one only sees the
results, and fails to see the years of grueling
study and dedication, and the countless hours of
toil that goes into such results. And even then
there are those who seem quite capable of “just
doing,” who seem to need to put very little effort
into their work and yet still achieve greatness.
These are very much the exception to the rule;
but regardless, what we can learn from them is
the power of the spirit of letting go, and “just
doing.” In order to achieve a level of control over
this unification process as herein described, and
to take it beyond a certain point, one must have
a set of theories, practices and general ways of
understanding and delving into the process. This
is akin to any other art or science. Take music, in
which Mozart may be said to have been an
example of a sort of “divine prodigy.” Regardless
of his natural talent, it was still very much
necessary for him to practice constantly the
basic scales and patterns on the instrument; to
learn and put into practice his knowledge of
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music theory; to learn from and practice with
other musicians and composers; and, once he
had absorbed any such information, to
experiment and go beyond what he had learned.
Such work trains the habits, and lays them in so
deeply as to allow them to be expressed
gracefully and with a minimum of effort or
resistance. Essentially all of this work breaks
down any barriers and any limitations in order to
allow the expressive act the most complete
freedom possible.
Okay, but what has this to do with Magick? In a
certain sense, Magick is the study of everything
whatsoever: philosophy, religion, science, and
any number of other subjects which overlap with
these. It is an attempt to understand and
manipulate the underlying laws of the Universe.
But one’s ordinary life falls as much into this field
of work as anything else – more so in many
ways, since one can hardly hope to become
Master of the Universe if one’s life is a
distracting shambles. So learning to understand
and govern the mechanism of the mind and of
consciousness as a whole is fundamental as an
ongoing study in tandem with Magical and
mystical practices. In order to gain perspective,
and to pry into the depths of consciousness
beyond a certain point without simply losing
track, one needs a map – a theoretical structure
and a general set of guideposts which enable
one to make sense of things. As music theory
provides a map for the musician, which provides
a clear idea of what sounds, musical effects and
emotional qualities will be produced under most
given situations, so too the Qabalah provides a
map for the human soul or psyche. But even this
map of the individual soul is simply the mirror or
lower-scale projection of the Qabalistic map of
the Universe itself.
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to cover one’s psyche alone, but instead it
should be understood that it describes
essentially one’s own personal universe – the
universe of which one is aware. For everything
of which one is aware resides within one’s
consciousness, and can thus be posited as an
extension of oneself. And this is simply a
microcosm of the overall Universe itself. By this
law of correspondence it is posited that the
Universe itself is consciousness, and that
consciousness flows freely through all things.
The implications that this has for the individual
are massive, as it extends the limits of one’s
capabilities to affect and interact with one’s
universe indefinitely outward. This means that
we may use consciousness to accomplish things
the limits to which we have no reason to define
in hard-and-fast terms from the outset. And even
should experiment seem to demonstrate limits to
our abilities, these limits may in fact eventually
be surmountable given further understanding of
the conditions. But to make a start: one must
understand one’s present conditions and
trajectory, and our Qabalistic Map can aid in this.
In addition, it may also provide the necessary
perspective for learning to hone oneself as a
channel.

But what is this force that is being channeled? It
is the force that gives the greatest sense of
artistic fulfillment; it is the force that gives one a
surety of one’s actions, and a conviction that is
in accord with deep intuitive faith; it is the force
that impresses one with a sense of something
greater than oneself, whether it be a presence or
a purpose. We may call it the Will, as this is
indeed tied to that Higher Will with which we
wish to align ourselves. It is difficult to know for
sure what words shall serve best in describing
this force, but I choose to describe it by both Will
and by Spirit interchangeably, as a means of
One’s own “soul map” shouldn’t be taken merely emphasizing its role both in relation to the
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individual and in terms of the Qabalistic
“roadmap” which describes the different levels of
the constitution of human consciousness, being
as it is associated with the Chiah, or Life Force.
In looking at the Qabalistic levels of the psyche,
the Chiah, Neshamah, Ruach and Nephesh, we
may simplify the visualization by thinking of
these in terms of their attributions to the Letters
of Tetragrammaton: IHVH, respectively.
Currently I feel strongly that there may be
something very useful in picturing the process of
the “descent of Spirit” in these terms: the Will, or
Spirit, is ejaculated (I); is given Form in the
womb of (H); is harmonized into a new birth, as
guided by the Directing Faculties (V); and finally
manifests in the Final Form (H) in the Nephesh
and Guph, that is, on the material (or nearmaterial, as the case may be) plane. This being
the intellectualization of the process, the process
itself requires “ecstatic mental focus,” as
described above, and the working in tandem of
the different levels of consciousness. Having
now posited the continuity of Nature, and its
general underlying quality as being that of
continuous consciousness, there would seem to
be incredible potential in this channeling of
Spirit, and in the control and direction of
consciousness toward a given goal. But how
does one next decide upon the goal? Especially
if, as posited at the outset, the human
personality is most often “oblivious to its higher,
True Nature, due to its propensity for declaring
itself ‘I,’ and to its tendency to become beguiled
by the illusory nature of the world of matter”? We
have a method and we have a map, and these
may lead us increasingly inward, and aid us in
gaining self-mastery. But once again, one must
truly understand oneself and one’s trajectory,
lest one’s efforts should turn out to be in vain, or
even self-defeating.
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In order to be sure that one is aiming in a
direction that is true, one must be sure of
operating from the position of the True Self, and
not merely from the intellectual-level ego, which
is fickle and generally lacks the perspective
needed to be sure of its mark. Therefore the
next step in the process is to identify oneself
with the True Self. In order to do this, one must
use the very notion of Mental Focus toward that
goal, putting all aspects of consciousness under
control and directing them to that one sublime
task, as if to become an archer for whom
nothing exists any longer but to fire the arrow of
aspiration, straight and true, into the heart of the
Self. Here lies that experience called in our
system the Knowledge & Conversation of the
Holy Guardian Angel, the goal of unification with
the Higher Self. I can but speculate on the true
nature of this experience; but in keeping with the
subject of this paper I would say that one must
train the Mental Focus entirely on this Inner Self,
so that every part of the Magician should be in
complete accord with this aim, even as the
archer becomes the target. He may gain thereby
the ecstatic union with that hidden force which
was once viewed as a separate deity, but which
now harmonizes with the aspirant and can ever
afterward lend subtle guidance and surety to his
actions. Perhaps it may be said that this union is
like unstopping a dam, and the Spirit is allowed
to be channeled in greater force. Or perhaps the
integration of all parts of consciousness
necessary to make this experience happen has
the effect of refining the entire self, analogous to
fortifying a water transfer system so that water is
no longer lost as it is channeled from one place
to another. The implication, whatever the
analogy, is that one must integrate all aspects of
one’s consciousness in order to achieve this
union with the Higher Self; and that this union
forges one into a better, more sure channel for
the Inner Light, and gives one a centered
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perspective from which to understand oneself
and one’s trajectory, as has been the goal from
the outset. A consciousness that was once at
civil unrest; an individual who was once at the
mercy of his own tendencies; a man who was
once just as liable to work against himself as he
was to succeed in his own cause, simply
because of the difficulty in attaining a reliable
sense of perspective from which to direct all of
his own energies; now that man has become a
Magician with a centered self, a focused mind,
and the empire of his consciousness under his
control & direction. Of course the Work goes
onQ life continues. The mundane is as much a
part of the Magician’s experience as the
Magical, and habit forming will still require
disciplined oversight. But now there is a clear
sense of one’s place, a clear orientation on the
Path forward, and much greater potential to
satisfy oneself of one’s self-expression in the
world. One has become a more effective and
refined channel; and in so doing has aligned
with the True Will and resolved the important
initial difficulties of life. But the first step toward
this is the proper integration of the different
aspects of consciousness, for which we have
the symbolism of the Qabalah for a
simplification. We may begin with the Four
Elements and their correspondences in
consciousness, and apply the Alchemical
formula of Solve et Coagula, thus to separate
them and then to reintegrate them in a more
aligned form, so that we may thereby dedicate
the whole of our consciousness to our goal. And
this may be described as simply as “the control
& direction of consciousness.”
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The Four Winds Prayer

by Frater ZNHN
Daughter of Sunset Lodge, Vancouve r
This prayer may be used as an alternative to Liber Resh.
Unlike Resh, this prayer is based on the Path of Tav and
Yesod .

DAWN
At dawn, face East, give the Sign of the Enterer,
draw the wavy lines ofAquarius, and say:

I invoke the airy visage of Man,
Rippled corrugate clouds, outwards they fan
The astral outline of sparkled Nuet,
Filtered faces meet above in duet.
Give the Sign of Silence.

The sun rises, hawk headed Hormakus;
and marks the aquiline Aquarius.
Give the Sign of Shu.

NOON
At noon, face South, give the Sign of the
Enterer, draw the Leo symbol, and say:

I invoke the flaming Leonine maw,
The coronation of the goddess Mau
The blinding outline of the brilliant ray,
The Zenith to the arch-ed bark of day.
Give the Sign of Silence.

The sun peaks, with solar hawk headed Ra,
and marks the flaming height of Leo's draw.
Give the Sign of Thoum Ash Neith.
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SUNSET
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Notes:

The prayer is attributed to the Four Winds in the form of
At sunset, face West, give the Sign of the
Enterer, draw the head of the Eagle symbol, and the Kerubs of YHVH in Kether of Assiah, and as appearing
on the Path of Tav. It is broken into five sections at the
say:

I invoke the watery Eagle's beak,
Heka, mistress of Hesar; strong and meek
The milky mirage of puce, pink-purpled,
Myriad souls enter the underworld.
Give the Sign of Silence.

The sun sets, going forth as the god Toum,
and marks Scorpius' poison glo-om.

correct times of the day. Dawn, East and Air; Noon, South
and Fire; Sunset, West and Water; Midnight, North and
Earth. The element of Spirit is directed as Luna in the
night sky; i.e. the Moon and thus represents the lowest
vessel of the Ruach Elohim in Yetzirah of Assiah, i.e. the
planets as a blind for sephirotic forces.

This Prayer is a redaction of a larger ceremonial work
originally published in Hermetic Virtues, Volume V Edition
18—Winter Solstice 2011.

Give the Sign of a Auramouth.

MIDNIGHT
At Midnight, face North, give the Sign of the
Enterer, draw the head of the Ox, and say:

I invoke the earthy head of the Ox,
The rays of Satem invisibly blocked
The darkness of sky supported by Shu,
The light above from Draco of the Jews.
Give the Sign of Silence.

The sun is hidden, as Khephra at night
and marks the earthy Taurus' delight.
Give the Sign of Set Fighting.

SPIRIT
When the Moon is seen, once per day, and at
any time, give the Saluting Sign of an Adeptus
Minor.
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RAHOORKHUIT

by Frater Per Ardua ad Astrum
Daughter of Sunset Lodge, Vancouver
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
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Rebozo draped over my shoulders, warming my
skin in the coolness of the house. The rough
wool is heavy and textured, from a time when
people made things by hand.
Alex says, "You are in an exclusive club now.

I offer this acrostic on RAHOORKHUIT for the Serpent The Red Shawl Club." We are all woven
Flame, with accompanying photograph. Photo credit is together under the magic eye of his camera
Alex Waterhouse-Hayward. By explanation: "I was invited lens, our blood red lives frozen in a moment of
to be part of Alex Waterhouse-Hayward’s Red Rebozo time.
project, a series of photographs of Vancouverites from all
walks of life who are posed wearing a red shawl formerly How many others have been touched by this
belonging to his mother. He then asked his subjects to fabric, how many more will join the club? What
write a few words to accompany the photograph. In a invisible threads have led me here, like
slightly subversive Thelemic manner I posed in a loose Ariadne's cord guiding me safely through the
Sign of Osiris Rising, and wrote my thoughts in an acrostic maze?
on the name Rahoor-khuit. The entire series can be found
at:
Over time and across space, Bell's

Interconnectedness Theorem binds us together,
http://blog.alexwaterhousehayward.com/201 4/05 entangling our unseen quanta in the sticky webs
/caitlin-legault-art-model.html
of life. Like the Śrīvatsa engraved on my
wedding band reminds me, our messy
Love is the law, love under will.
macroscopic selves stick together like tar
babies, through love and hate, memory, dream,
and fantasy.
Over land and sea the rebozo travelled from
Mexico to Argentina, and eventually here to
Vancouver. All those who touched it left an
impression, helped it on its journey to reach my
shoulders.
Redness shines forth from it, the dye it carries
absorbing all colour but for that shade which it
reflects back into my eyes, the tint of fresh blood
now over my skin, but also within me.
King scale crimson, Homer's wine-dark sea,
blood of the great mother that birthed the
universe. The secret river carrying DNA
messages through eternity, ferrying molecules of
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oxygen, glucose, serotonin, dopamine,
endorphin, food for thoughts, giving rise to selfconsciousness, becoming electrical activity
carried mimetically from one brain and body to
another.
" Hands reveal much about persons," Alex tells
me. The hands of this tool-using primate are
smooth and manicured, muscled for precise
movements on the instrument of my choice, and
bear the emblems of my devotion to my wife. I
hold them crossed, right over left, in a sign of
secret Art.
Under the rebozo we all sit: musician, dancer,
writer, actor, butcher, baker, candlestick-maker,
tinker, tailor, soldier, spy. I imagine the red shawl
growing, weaving itself longer and larger to
cover the city, the country, wrapping the entire
planet until every man, woman, and child is
protected and preserved in its embrace.
I perch on the chair and face into the camera
lens, as curious to see myself as to know how
the photographer sees me. Will I recognize
myself, or does my memory of my face come
from another place and time?
Time is captured, fixed in the photograph's
plate, this moment never to reappear, yet
forming another vibrating strand in the web of
reality. If I lift my arm, and slide over a little in the
frame, I think there's room enough for you too,
dear Reader.
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Art & Poetry

by Soror Tournesol
Daughter of Sunset Lodge, Vancouver

I found you in the landscape as I disappeared.
A gamelan purred as the ocean took flight in all directions.
Quietly, we stood in the hills,
reverberating.
In the morning, you open like a window,
(and just so, my understanding is gone,)
leaving nothing but crows.

by Bella Thelema, Victorious City Lodge, Victoria
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The Magician
The magician is a professional madman
Who is this human being?
A beast from the blue jewel
In the cosmic belly
Soaking up reality
Spitting out illusion
With heels below hell
And his skull beyond heaven
He knows no eternal reward is worth wasting the dawn
HahaheQ
He knows.

by Sol Nero Di Nuit
Amon-Ra Lodge, Toronto

Duality

Do what you will
This existences is a real-fiction
Produced by duality threaded by paradox
Bi-star system in a split galaxy in a dual universe

Endless
Endless HWY
Existence always felt that way
Like a serpent biting its tale
A heavenly 8

Feel the might of the dual sword
The grand seesaw
Positive/Negative
Man/Women
Matter/anti-matter
Life/Death
God and Lucifer
As above, so below
And you the point in the center
Of all of it
Aha

Silence
The sound of the infinite
Hydrogen
Father of creation
The one in all and all in one
0
The number of god
Alpha Omega
From nothingness all comes and nothingness will all return.
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Blood Magick by Orlee Andromedae, Amon Ra Lodge, Toronto
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Art by Soror J and design by Frater ZNHN
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Book Review

by Frater ΦΑΙΝΩ
Mystic Rose Oasis, Montréal

Marco Pasi’s Aleister Crowley and the Temptation of Politics (Durham: Acumen, 201 4) is a groundbreaking book in the effort to make sense of Crowley's political ambiguities. Dispassionately
detached from the subject's mystique and unique personality, Pasi successfully presents Crowley's
political beliefs with the intention to show them for what they were: ambiguous, perhaps even
contradictory on one level, but pragmatic on a deeper level. For Crowley, politics was a means to
an end, and he would engage in the thick mess of it if it served his purpose. Pasi very correctly
frames his study in the light of Crowley's professed personal mission as the Prophet of Thelema.
This book is part of a new generation of academic literature genuinely interested in Crowley, and
has a lot of new information to offer, especially with respect to Crowley’s solicitous attitude towards
British intelligence, and his association with Fernando Pessoa; a Portuguese poet and associate of
Crowley’s in the early 1 930s seldom known in the English-speaking world. Pasi offers solid
answers to the legitimate questions surrounding Crowley’s (or rather, his disciples’) early interest in
revolutionary and reactionary movements in Europe in the first half of the 20th century e.v.
Pasi's approach has been to present Crowley's life, extract the politically salient aspects of his
biography, examine both his involvement in politics and his relationship with his politically involved
contemporaries (on this point Pasi selected J. F. C. Fuller, Tom Driberg, Walter Duranty, Gerald
Hamilton, Maxwell Knight, and Fernando Pessoa as noteworthy case studies), and to test the
strength of the accusations that were brought against Crowley by his detractors, e.g. those that
branded him a renegade of counter-initiation.
The result is a finely crafted narrative that can entertain a scholarly discussion without being
pedantic. Pasi can discuss a highly controversial character without falling into the never-ending
rabbit hole of conspiracy theory. Furthermore, Pasi’s style encapsulates in its conciseness a work
of remarkable scope. This book no doubt required a lot of courage and determination to write, given
the tendency Crowley has of getting forced into political categories that fit the agendas of both his
devotees and adversaries. Crowley is dead. And not unlike most dead creative geniuses, his life
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and legacy have been interpreted in several ways. When it comes to a political interpretation of
Crowley, Pasi does a good job at setting the record straight.
I recommend this book to anyone that is looking for a good study of Crowley’s political activities
and beliefs. The fact that the archives of the Order contributed to Pasi’s research may be of
particular interest to O.T.O. initiates.

Meditation by Orlee Andromedae
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National Officers and Local Body Contacts

O.T.O. Canada

http://www.oto-canada.org
• Frater Superior's Representative, Frater Iskandar fsr@oto-canada.org
• O.T.O. Canada Secretary, Soror L.I.T.L. - L.U.W. secretary@oto-canada.org
• O.T.O. Canada Treasurer, Frater Mercurius treasurer@oto-canada.org
• O.T.O. Canada Quartermaster, Soror Laylah quartermaster@oto-canada.org
• O.T.O. Canada Initiation Secretary, Frater Scarabaeus cis@oto-canada.org
See also the International O.T.O. website: http://www.oto.org/

Local Bodies
British Columbia
Vancouver - Daughter of Sunset Lodge

• http://www.daughterofsunset-oto.org/
• body_master@daughterofsunset-oto.org
• secretary@daughterofsunset-oto.org
• treasurer@daughterofsunset-oto.org

Victoria - Victorious City Lodge
• http://vcl-oto.org/
• info@vcl-oto.org

Ontario
Toronto - Amon Ra Lodge

• http://www.amonralodge.org/
• amonralodgemaster@rogers.com
• amonralodgesecretary@gmail.com

Québec
Montréal - Mystic Rose Oasis

• http://www.facebook.com/OrdoTempliOrientisMontreal
• http://mysticrose.magiqc.net/
• Secretary: fraterliber@gmail.com
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